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The abundance of bony dung, associated with hya3nas' bones, has
been pointed out by Dr Buckland, and with reason, as confirmatory
of this opinion.
The same author observed in every cave examined by him in

Germany, that deposits of mud and sand, with or without rolled

pebbles and angular fragments of rock, were covered over with a

single crust of stalagmite.* In the English caves he remarked a
similar absence of alternations of alluvium and stalagmite. But
Dr. Schmerling has discovered in a cavern at Chockier, about two

leagues from Liege, three distinct beds of stalagmite, and between
each of them a mass of breccia, and mud mixed with quartz pebbles,
and in the three deposits the bones of extinct quadrupeds.

This exception does not invalidate the generality of the phe
nomenon pointed out by Dr. Buckland, one cause of which may
perhaps be this, that if several floods pass at different intervals of
time through a subterranean passage, the last, if it has power to
drift along fragments of rock, will also tear up any alternating
stalagmitic and alluvial beds that may have been previously formed.
Another cause may be, that a particular line of caverns will rarely
be so situated, in relation to the lowest levels of a country, as to
become, at two distinct epochs, the receptacle of engulphed rivers ;
and if this should happen, some of the caves, or at least the tunnels of
communication, may at the first period be entirely choked up with

transported matter, so as not to allow the subsequent passage of

water in the same direction.
As the same chasms may remain open throughout periods of

indefinite duration, the species inhabiting a country may in the mean

time be greatly changed, and thus the remains of animals belonging
to very different epochs may become mingled together in a common
tomb. For this reason it is often difficult to separate the monuments

of the human epoch from those relating to periods long antecedent,

and it was not without great care and skill that Dr. Buckland was

enabled to guard against such anachronisms in his investigation of

several of the English caves. He mentions that human skeletons

were found in the cave of Wokey Hole, near Wells, in the Mendips,

dispersed through reddish mud and clay, and some of them united by

stalagmite into a firm osseous breccia. " The spot on which they lie

is within reach of the highest floods of the adjacent river, and the

mud in which they are buried is evidently fluviatile."

In speaking of the cave of Paviland on the coast of Glamorgan
shire, the same author states that the entire mass through which

bones were dispersed appeared to have been disturbed by ancient

diggings, so that the remains of extinct animals had become mixed

with recent bones and shells. In the same cave was a human skele

ton, and the remains of recent testacea of eatable species, which may
have been carried in by man.

*
ReliquiLe Diluvianic, p. 108. July, 1830.

t Journ. de Géol., torn. i. p. 286. Rciquia3 Diluviarne, p. 165.
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